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The South Saskatchewan Woodturners Guild is a newly
formed group that meets in the third week of every month.
While meetings generally begin at 7 in a meeting room at
the Neil Balkwell Centre we plan on meetings outside of
that location as well.

INTERESTING WEB SITES
Dale Lowe conducted a very interesting and valuable
session on sharpening at the March meeting of the
SSWG. As a follow-up and for more information on
sharpening you can try going to the web site
www.aroundthewoods.com. It has a wealth of
information for new and experienced turners.

A square turning by Peter Chernoff

A second site of interest would be
www.bigtreetools.com. There are a variety of interesting
ideas on this web site. One of particular interest might be
the Sharpening Machine and a second article on turning
columns might be of interest to the members(well at
least one).
If you are looking for some new tools have a peek at
www.thompsonlathetools.com . Some interesting stuff in
the links section.

Rick Murton turned this square oak dish

TURNINGS

Some beautiful examples by Peter Chernoff
Some great work by Paul Omilon

APRIL MEETING
The group put Paul back to work at its April meeting.
The turners in attendance received some lessons on the
use of various tools when doing spindle turning. Many
of the members took the opportunity to get a few hands
on tips from Paul.

CLEAN AIR ESSENTIAL
An excellent discussion among the membership took
place on the topic of respirators and the necessity of
good clean uncontaminated air while working in your
shop especially while turning.
While there was no author listed the following document
provides an excerpt on masks and respirators.

(l to r) Len Sheldon, Neil McGregor and Glenn Bird
examine some of the spindle turning tools Paul brought
along to the meeting.

Paul makes a point at the spindle turning demo

A protective mask is a critical tool that a craftsman
should never be without. A mask equipped with a highly
effective filter that can keep microscopic particles out of
the respiratory tract is essential for the well-being of
every carpenter. If you can't afford to install an extractor
or you do not have the luxury to relay out your shop, a
respiratory mask is the most cost effective and simplest
way of ensuring the protection of your lungs while
working in the workshop. One whose filter blocks the
entry of most of the particulate matter in the air will
better protect your lungs, resulting in a healthier, better
feeling experience and greater productivity.
When searching for a personal respirator, there are three
primary criteria to be taken into consideration:
• Effectiveness
• Comfort
• Cost
Effectiveness is the first criteria. There is no point to
wearing a protective device that only gives you a false
sense of security. For example, a traditional cloth mask
or surgical mask is not effective dust protection, even
though it covers the mouth and nose, since fine particles
at submicron size can easily leak through the gaps
between the mask and the face.
Comfort is underestimated by many “experts”. Safety
managers in large companies tend to emphasize the
technical specification but are less sensitive on the
comfort issue. On the other hand we should know that if
the device is not comfortable it doesn’t get used and is
likely to be left around to collect dust.
An effective and comfortable protective device gets used
more and therefore the cost factor becomes important.
For example, the cost of changing the filter for a
reusable respirator can add up over time to a substantial
amount.

Len tries his hand using one of the spindle tools

Some models with expiration valves and soft silicon
shells are more comfortable than others. To ensure
effectiveness you need to pass a fit-test to make sure
there is no leak between the respirator and your face.
One interesting new comer in this field is the Totobobo
mask. The unique transparent shell allows you to easily
seal check and therefore is a possible solution for most

small workshops that don't have access to fit-test
facilities. It is also by far the lightest (20g) reusable
respirator and likely the most comfortable out there.
No matter which solution you choose, remember that it
is your lung and you need it to be clean if you want to
enjoy woodwork till your silver years.
Editor’s note: I don’t want to be seen as promoting any
particular mask or respirator but your feedback on the
Totobobo mask would be interesting. You can see more at
www.totobobo.com.

WOOD/DUST TOXICITY
Mike sent out the web page with the wood toxicity chart.
Thanks for that Mike. That page, once again, is:
http://www.gvwg.ca/docs/Articles/Wood_Dust%20Toxi
city%20Article.pdf (copy / paste into your web
browser address line)

Mike O’Krancy and Rick Murton have a discussion while
Peter Chernoff looks on

FOR SALE
General Maxi-Lathe model 25-100
Purchased in 2005.

It is a 6 speed lathe, 10" swing over the bed,
7 1/2 " swing over the base, 15" distance
between centers, 1/2 HP motor.
Asking $375.00,
Any one interested please call Rick Murton
at 775-2846
IT’S YOUR TURN
It is a pleasure to feature Peter Chernoff in this month’s
It’s Your Turn. Peter retired from his job as a chemistry

teacher 20 years ago. One of his primary hobbies at that
time was motor cycling. His hobbies also involved
sailing. All that changed when he went for a 20 minute
ride to charge his motorcycle battery and came home 3
months later. He was happy to get past that and back into
his woodworking shop.
Peter’s interest in woodworking started as a result of
projects he worked on with his father. Turning started a
little later as he watched his father-in-law turning. Peter
actually started his father-in-law off and then got a bit of
an interest himself. His first lathe was one he inherited
from his father-in-law. It got a bit shaky and seemed to
be wearing out so he moved on to a full sized General
which he uses to this day.
He has been turning on and off for over 25 years but
seems to have taken a renewed interest as a result of the
SSWG and its members. He rates himself, however, in
the clearly rookie stage of his turning. In one corner of
the shop he has hoarded away a few of his disasters as he
calls them. He appears to have fairly high standards as
there were several pieces I would be proud to display.
Peter has learned turning through books, watching others
or trial and error or trial and disaster as he calls it. He
credits the few meetings with the SSWG as extremely
helpful and valuable in developing and honing his
turning skills.
His interest in wood turning is really just an on and off
hobby at the moment with other wood working projects
often taking up much of his time. He has made, or is
making, furniture, cabinets or coffee tables to mention
only a few. Many of his projects are at the request of
friends, relatives or his children. Turning, up until this
point, seems to be a filler when he is not in the middle of
some other project. Turning is likely to go on pause
through the summer when he will again be working on
summer projects for the cabin such as cupboards, etc.
Peter also does some work with metal.
Peter’s shop comes well equipped with a wide range of
tools, all gathered in various ways throughout the years.
It is a comfortable little shop that has been designed and
built by Peter.

intense focus on technique often takes the artistic
creativity out of his turned projects. Once again he feels
that the SSWG is helping him to get past the skill focus
and a bit more into the artistic side.
Peter has had no major accidents in his shop. He has the
usual turners nick or cuts and found he has from time to
time put a little more of himself into his work than he
had originally intended. There is nothing more
interesting than a big reddish blemish in the middle of a
finely stained project.

Cupboards and cabinets hide away many of Peter’s gatherings.

As any good woodturner can attest you can’t have too
much wood for use in a wide range of projects that can
turn up at any time. No pun intended. Peter lives up to
that rule gathering all shapes and sizes for future, yet
unknown, turning projects. He seems to have an ample
selection of different woods but he now finds himself
looking for ideas on what to make. His son is also able
to find some wood samples that are very interesting and
that Peter plans to work with in the near future. He is
currently working on enhancing his dust collection
system.

Right now he doesn’t find himself looking to any
particular source for inspiration on what he wants to
turn. He finds that he generally creates the look while the
item is spinning on the lathe while he is working on the
project. One of his major frustrations is having a piece
“blow” apart when you are in the finishing stages. Glue
just cannot fix a once great project when that happens. I
am sure many of the wood turners in our group are
happy that that has never happened to them. Peter finds
woodturning to be a great hobby with lots of project
options.
Peter has no particular wood preference but he would
like to try turning more green wood. He has enjoyed
doing just that when the opportunity has presented itself.
Otherwise he works with whatever he picks up. One of
his favorite woods was a piece of cocobolo with which
he made his first square turning. The way it turned and
the colours in the finished project were just wonderful.
Peter was great to spend time with. A down to earth,
easy going style will make him a true benefit to our
group. He tosses the credit back to the SSWG saying it
has been a tremendous help to him in learning technique
and opening his eyes to possible turning options down
the road.

Catches and tear outs are two of the big problems of
turners. He suggests that these two issues haunt him
from time to time. He knows there are many ways to
avoid these problems but is still working to master them.
In spite of these two, Peter has turned out a number of
beautiful items as witnessed in the picture (above). In
addition you will see a variety of candle holders around
the house that he has turned.
He prefers ornamental turnings to functional at this point
in his turning life although a number of his items fill a
functional role as well. Unfortunately he finds that his

Please submit any articles, ideas or pictures for our
newsletter to jcarter@sasktel.net. Thanks.

